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 .com/?p=408Gnome may be releasing a new version of the Linux operating system next month. The 2.30 release may bring
with it a ‘light’ version of the Linux desktop that’s optimized for ARM processors. The version being considered for release is

based on the GNOME 2.24 release, and will be dubbed GNOME 2.30. A report in the Linux Magazine says the new version of
GNOME may be considered a ‘light’ version that should appeal to Linux users who want a simpler user interface. Other features

being considered for inclusion are the ability to use ‘classic’ GNOME configuration files, and a reworked toolkit for creating
GTK applications. The project plans to release the new version of GNOME in October. However, the project doesn’t plan to

base it on GNOME 2.24. Instead, the project plans to base it on the 2.24-based GNOME 2.28. However, the 2.28 release won’t
include all the enhancements made to GNOME 2.24. The GNOME 2.28 release was based on GNOME 2.24. The 2.24 release
contained a lot of improvements, and the Linux Magazine says these improvements won’t be included in the 2.28 release. This
may affect the light version of GNOME being considered. The Linux Magazine report mentions that the GNOME developers

may also add the GNOME Calendar applet to the 2.30 release. The GNOME Calendar applet may become part of the GNOME
2.30 release, and users may be able to add it to their GNOME desktop.Q: How to use -content NSWindow I want to implement
a "close" button on the right side of an NSWindow. But if I add the button to the NSWindow with [[NSWindow contentView]
addSubview:button] the button is always placed behind the content. But the default button has the correct z-order. I also tried

[[NSWindow contentWindow] setFrame:NSMakeRect(0, 0, 100, 100)]; the window is now always on the left side of the screen,
but still behind the content A: You can use the NSWindow level setting for -setFrame: // This is Apple's standard window type

(non-attached/non-toolbar/non-menu) NSWindow *window = [[NSWindow 82157476af
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